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continued from page 40 stars etc

that commercially published puzzle books rather then giving a list of words to
almost always include several of them find you can supply hints such as the fol-

lowing for a group of stockbrokersstockbrokers if
producing the puzzles you want to make a lot of money fast

perhaps you should invest in the stock
if you want get a book with a variety of market the following grid contains 20

pre done search a word puzzles on a wide words related to the stock market see
variety of subjects topics and various de-
grees

how many you can find and write them
of difficulty these can be modified of this couldon a separate piece paper

and reproduced quite easily be used as an introduction to the topic
with discussion or class work to follow

if you do not have access to a copy ma-
chine do not dismay you can have stu-
dents

if you did not supply a list of words to
make their own puzzles begin by find a discussion of answers might fol-

lowhaving the students mark a grid on their for example what animals did
follow this with a grid quiz onpapers youyouryou your team find we found aan X

letters for instance in the first row at oh good how do you spell XTX its
the top write the following letters from spelt XXX
left to right T A C B X etc have
students exchange and correct each others an variation isinteresting to use a con
papers then hand them back tell them bination of pictures and search a words
to find as many names of animals as they students shownare a picture or drawing
can think of find in a zoo or see every and asked to find the words that name the
day the hidden word is CAT in the ex-
ample

in the thisobjects they can see picture
above is a very good way to contextualizecontextualize and re-

view previously taught vocabulary
adaptations and variations

in short these puzzles can be used to do
there are many ways to have students a great variety of things all that is really

work with these puzzles they can work needed is paper pencil and some imagina-
tioninin pairs or on teams or the class as a

whole can search for the words another
fun alternative is to let the students make about the author
up their own puzzles and share them with
the class peter duppenthaler received his M ed

TESOL from temple university he
the puzzles can easily be upgraded for has taught english in japan since 1974

adults by covering topics that are of im-
mediate

and is currently chief of both the educa-
tionalinterest to them housewives research division and the educa-
tionalthings in house businessmanthingsbusinessman things in training section at ECC foreign

office or place of work young ladies in language institute osaka japan
junior collegefashioncollege fashion juniorseniorjunior senior high
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search a word puzzles
as language teaching tools
peter duppenthaler
ECC foreign language institute

most people are familiar with the in addition search a word puzzles can be
search a word type of puzzle these are tailored to fit particular geographic areas
composed of a grid in which letters appear and climatic zones so that words can be
to be placed in random order in fact included for things such as birds
words within a given topic area have been flowers animals objects in the classroom
written from top to bottom bottom to or place of work which students encounter
top across diagonally and backward and every day but which are seldom included in
forward and any extra spaces have been textbooks designed for worldwide
filled in with random letters A list of the distribution children and adults find
hidden words is usually provided and the these items especially interesting as they

object is to find and circle them on the are the very things that language learners
grid often want to know the names for

advantages
because they are relatively easy to make

these search a word games are ideal for even beginners are assured of almost
teaching and practicing a variety of instant success all anyone needs is a
language skills eg letter recognition and dictionary and a little patience
formation spelling word recognition
and they also serve to increase student word games of this type are certainly
interest and motivation they are also not as challenging as a crossword puzzle
much easier to make than crossword but people of all ages seem to find them
puzzles so students can make their own very enjoyable as witnessed by the fact
and share them with the class continued on page 39
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